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What’s New?

• With the implementation of Beaker (Epic’s Laboratory Module), RNs will now be able 
to use Hyperspace (Epic on the desktop) or Rover (mobile) to:
✓ print specimen labels (using the same Zebra lab printers in use now)
✓ collect specimens
✓ document collection information

• All of the specimen collection steps can be done either on the Brain, the Worklist or 
with Rover!

Beaker



What’s New?

• On the Brain, STAT specimens will be indicated by         & Routine

• On the Worklist, the word STAT or Routine will be listed under the Priority column

• *RNs will see ALL specimen collections regardless if they are unit 
collect, lab collect, timed, STAT or routine

• Helps nursing and lab staff coordinate specimen collections 
& reduce the number of sticks for a patient

Beaker



Bugsy- Infection Preventionist
IPC staff will have all their reports, abstraction tools, infection activities, and dashboards all 
within Epic with Bugsy! Pharmacists will also have Bugsy tools for Antimicrobial stewardship



Nursing Scorecard is renamed and 
updated to highlight what's going 
well, as well as areas for 
improvement. The supervisor 
dashboard now shows your nurses' 
top metrics and your highest-
performing nurses. Each nurse's 
dashboard now has badges for the 
best and worst metric in each 
category, instead of the two worst.

See More of Your Positive 
Impact on Nursing Scorecard

Nurse Updates



Add a wound therapy LDA to a patient on the LDA Avatar and link it to an existing 
wound to track the effect of the therapy on the wound in the Wound Healing Process 
Graph. To mark the wound therapy treatment as completed, remove it from the avatar, 
or remove the wound the therapy is treating. Wound vacs must be added as a 
separate LDA at go-live- WOC Team will assist with this September 12th!

Link Wound Therapies to 
Wounds on the LDA Avatar

Nurse Updates



The MAR and Medications



Complete your documentation faster with a fresh look for the MAR 
Administration form. 

A Fresh Look for the MAR

Nurse Updates Tip Sheet: The MAR, Modernized



Warnings appear below 
the field that caused them 
to appear so you can 
more quickly resolve 
them. 

Scan or document all the 
medications you’re 
documenting for a 
patient, resolve any 
warnings, and then 
administer the 
medications.

MAR Warnings Get in Line

Nurse Updates Tip Sheet: The MAR, Modernized



When you scan a medication that has 
multiple administrations to document, 
the Select an Action Time (formerly 
Select an Administration) window 
appears. 

In the updated window, there are 
buttons for all of the available
administrations to document, with the 
most recent past action and the closest 
future action at the top because they’re 
the ones you’re most likely 
documenting.

Clearer Information for 
Selecting an Administration

Nurse Updates Tip Sheet: The MAR, Modernized



When you click Partial Package in a potential overdose warning, the Dose field is 
automatically populated with the ordered dose to save you a step. If she's 
administering something other than the ordered dose, you can change the value in the 
Dose field as before.

Faster Administration 
Documentation for Partial 
Packages

Nurse Updates



Significant Event – Patient Refusal-
Provider Notification

Highlight rows, right click on 
highlight and click New Note

If a patient is refusing
prescribed medications, 
treatments or therapy, 
communicate this refusal 
to the provider.
Document in Provider 
Notification.

Standard 
Work



1. Deselect Compact checkbox
2. Select Significant Event note 

type
3. Click Insert Data
4. Enter a Summary
5. Add additional information 

(optional)
6. Click Sign

Standard 
Work



Providers will see the Notification and New 
significant event notes sections on their 
Overview



Simple and Complex flowsheets 
will share rows better!



New Pupillometer rows available in 
the Pupil Assessment on the Simple 
and Complex flowsheets



You can now document on flowsheet rows with cascading logic directly from the Brain 
just like you would from the Work List. Click the Document button to document on 
these rows directly in the Brain. 

Document on Flowsheet Rows 
with Cascading Logic in the Brain

Nurse Updates



A task appears in the Brain to remind you to document vitals 15 minutes, 1hr, 2hr, 3hr 
and 4hr after initiating blood transfusion. Screen-in-screen documentation will be 
available with these tasks.

Document Vitals from the 
Brain After a Transfusion

Nurse Updates



Document Vitals from the WorkList After 
a Transfusion (on Rover, too!)

Nurse Updates

Once a transfusion has begun, Vital Sign reminders to document VS at 15mins, 1hr, 2hr, 3hr, 
and 4hr will be appear on the Worklist.  If a CNA/PCT takes vitals during designated time 
frame, task will fall off list  -- also available in Rover Worklist!



Use the Add a comment field to include a comment when you file data in the Data 
Validate activity, such as a comment about abnormal values.

File a Comment When You 
Validate Data

Nurse Updates



To help you review the Event Log faster and spend less time scrolling, we've 
consolidated the appearance of information in the details pane. 

Information in the Event Log 
Is Consolidated

Cross-Role Updates



You can now document more detailed info about a patient's e-cigarette and vaping 
habits, including the types of substances a patient vapes and the devices they use.

Document Detailed E-
Cigarette/Vaping Information

Cross-Role Updates



It's easier to search for an ordering provider or authorizing provider. Use the sidebar to 
filter by specialty. Click the star to save the providers you work with most often as 
favorites. 

Pick a Provider More Easily When 
Entering Orders on Behalf of 
Others

Cross-Role Updates



Click the wrench button in the top right of the Pharmacy Search window to select a list 
of your own preferred pharmacies. Just like the pharmacy designated as the patient's 
preferred pharmacy, your selections appear automatically in both the window and the 
pharmacy association grid. 

Select a List of Preferred 
Pharmacies

Cross-Role Updates



To subscribe to a consult order, click the bell icon while placing the order in the 
Manage Orders activity, or click Notify Me when reviewing pending orders in a 
patient's chart. When the consult is complete, you receive a push notification on your 
Canto, Haiku, or Rover device. Open the notification to view the consult's details and 
decide whether you need to complete any follow-ups. 

Receive Push Notifications When 
Consult Orders are Complete

Nurse Updates



Rover Upgrade 
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Your home activity in Rover is now the same as in Hyperspace—the Brain. It serves as 
an easy-to-scan overview of a patient's due and future tasks, and it’s also a jumping-off 
point to all the places you need to go to document patient care.

Rover Gets a Brain

Nurse Updates



Now Rover fans can document their entire simple assessment, safety/daily cares, 
intake/output, vitals, pain assessment, and more! Cascading rows are now available.

Do more with Flowsheets in 
Rover!

Nurse Updates



Rover – Collecting labs (Beaker) using Brain

Please watch the video to see the Rover-
Brain workflow for collecting labs.

Note that the Label Printer had to be 
manually entered instead of scanned, pt 
armband and specimen labels had to be 
overridden due to minor limitations when 
creating it.

*The video does not have sound.



Nice to know updates



Use Chart Search to find shorthand phrases made of multiple single letters. For 
example:
• Find H&P notes by searching for "H&P" or "H and P".
• Find the shorthand for discharge, "D/C", by searching for "D/C" or "D C".
• Find the phrase "adjusted medication" by searching for "adj m".

Use Chart Search for Single-
Letter Shorthand Phrases

Cross-Role Updates



Rearrange content in Patient Lists, Patient Summary, and Summary sidebar reports so 
that the information you use the most is closer to the top. 

Rearrange Information in Patient 
Lists, Patient Summary, and 
Summary Sidebar Reports

Cross-Role Updates Tip Sheet: Rearrange Print Groups in Patient Lists, 
Patient Summary, and the Summary Sidebar



When a patient asks you to use or document pronouns for them that aren't listed on a 
button in the Sexuality and Gender Identity (SOGI) SmartForm, select the new not 
listed button and enter them in the free-text Pronouns field that appears.

Easily Document Unique Patient 
Pronouns in the Sexuality and 
Gender Identity SmartForm

Cross-Role Updates



The updated Care Everywhere Outside Records visit navigator section makes it easier to 
see which organizations need authorization from the patient and when documents 
were last received from an organization.

A More Intuitive Care 
Everywhere Navigator Section

Good to Know Updates


